The Munitions Worker as Trickster in Wartime Japan
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Following Japan’s invasion of China in 1937, Japanese bureaucratic and intellectual elites constructed a volatile image of the munitions worker as trickster. Within this discursive realm, the worker became an object of hope, fear, and rage for the guardians of an idealized home front struggling to bolster war production while still adhering to wartime goals of national austerity. In the cultural fantasies and nightmares of the Japanese home front, the munitions worker fluctuated between the valorized “industrial warrior” laboring for the nation and a violent delinquent ready to wreak havoc on society.
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During the Asia-Pacific War (1937–45), the mischievous munitions worker was one of the most powerful tricksters on the Japanese home front. As metaphor, cultural construct, and the personification of society’s deepest hopes and fears, the trickster intermittently upsets the official order. His deception and mockery of the status quo are disruptive but not fatally so, for he never completely overthrows the system. What the trickster does do, however, is expose the hollow arbitrariness of official ideologies, thereby cracking open new imaginings of a more revitalized world (Hyde 1998, 6–9; Hynes and Doty 1997, 34–44). In wartime Japan, the munitions worker became a trickster within the discursive anxieties of Japanese police, intellectuals, and bureaucrats in reaction to the unexpected tumult of labor mobilization. The onset of war led to the mass conscription of adult men into the armed services and a severe labor shortage on the home front. Labor scarcity provided workers in real life and the worker in the popular imagination opportunities to loyally serve the state in munitions factories but also to revolt against state imposition of socioeconomic controls. This ambiguity led the munitions worker to be simultaneously valorized and despised in official and popular discourse.

An examination of the munitions worker as trickster has profound implications for thinking about modern Japanese history. Wartime Japan is usually characterized as a moment when national mobilization, labor controls, and rationing rapidly curbed consumer spending to the point of extinction (Francks 2009; Havens 1978; Rice 1990; Tansman 2009). This perspective meshes well with the often-told story of the triumph of a hegemonic “culture of thrift” that prioritized economic frugality and the subordination of personal desire for national goals. According to this narrative, state-directed wartime savings campaigns and policing of factory youth contributed to the establishment of a modern, rational, and disciplined middle-class way of life that went on to define
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postwar Japanese society (Ambaras 2006; Garon 1997, 2000). Drawing on these valuable insights, the munitions worker serves as a heuristic device for exploring an alternative side to wartime modernity that celebrated not austerity but avarice, not obedience but disobedience, not discipline but disorder. War mobilization did empower the state to reconfigure Japan’s prewar class society into a rational and function-based “total war system” (Yamanouchi 1998, 3–4). But mobilization also sowed the seeds for new social conflict by granting a privileged group of workers the resources to engage in the modern-day practice of “binge consumption.”¹ The misbehavior of munitions workers enraged conservative guardians of an austere and disciplined vision of the Japanese home front. And yet, the critical role the munitions worker played in sustaining Japan’s war machine, along with the abetting of factory owners and the military services, shielded him from the most onerous state labor controls. Thus, the social impact of the war years for Japanese subjects was quite varied. For some it meant repression, but for others it meant an opportunity to escape limitations. The state’s struggle to respond to that reality reveals that wartime mobilization could both intensify official tools of social control but also undermine state authority.

Previous studies of Japanese munitions workers have fixated on their state exploitation following the 1939 enactment of labor conscription (Havens 1978, 91–97; Katō Yūji 1970; Rice 1990). While acknowledging this coercive dimension, other scholars have highlighted the modern, rationalizing characteristics of the wartime labor system. Andrew Gordon (1985, 257–326) demonstrates how workers in wartime evaded labor and wage controls through job-switching, slowdowns, and sabotage. The ineffectiveness of labor controls forced factory owners and bureaucrats to implement innovative workplace reforms beneficial to workers, which laid the foundations for Japan’s famous postwar employment system. Sasaki Kei (2005, 2011) also finds that the wartime state combined coercion with “positive” campaigns promoting worker welfare benefits and “labor culture” to enhance worker productivity.

Thinking about the munitions worker as trickster builds on this scholarship by illuminating a cultural dimension to the dynamic relationship between labor and war mobilization. The unanticipated social turmoil of mobilizing for total war and the subsequent inability of the official order to permanently discipline real-life munitions workers contributed to a multifaceted construction of the munitions worker in the popular imagination. These fantasies of munitions workers circulating in the Japanese media after 1937 would go on to shape and reshape wartime labor mobilization. While Japanese civilians were harangued by official calls to sacrifice and economize for the war, they learned from the media about the munitions worker’s glittering life on the home front. In the 1939 Japanese comedy film Enoken no ganbari senjutsu (Enoken’s tough tactics), middle-class passengers aboard a first-class train car watch in stunned silence as rowdy factory youths break into boisterous song over a newly won 30 percent pay raise: “It’s our

¹According to the theory of binge consumption, marginalized groups cut off from traditional social institutions and subsisting on irregular income tend to binge their earnings on hedonistic pleasure-seeking. This is not a throwback to premodern practices but a phenomenon rooted in modern industrial capitalism. That is, as Richard Wilk (2006, 125) writes, “the binge is always present in capitalist consumerism, for even if it is suppressed or concealed, it is always the logical complement, the ‘evil twin’ lurking in the background behind the ideology of thrift.…”
world now—and what a fantastic time it is! Bankers and office workers don’t even come close…. Let’s drink sake and sing! Money is no object! Let’s be outrageous and go crazy!” (Furukawa 2003, 118–19).

The munitions worker claimed the mantle of the patriotic “industrial warrior” while scorning state-promoted values of thrift and self-discipline. As middle-class salarymen struggled to get by in a new era of rationing, sacrifice, and shortages, the worker outrageously gorged on the consumerist pleasures of the home front. “Wartime” was his world now—and what a strange, fantastical time it was.

**EARLY WARTIME MOBILIZATION AND ITS CONSEQUENCES**

The munitions worker emerged out of a society mobilizing for total war. When the China War erupted in the summer and fall of 1937, the government called up hundreds of thousands of adult men for military service. By December 1937, nearly 600,000 men were conscripted into the army. By the end of 1938, as the China War slowed into a quagmire, the military had mobilized 1.33 million soldiers in China (Tasaki and Arakawa 1988, 185–86). To cope with a severe labor shortage in the munitions sector, the government unleashed a torrent of labor control legislation. In October 1937, the Home Ministry created a system of employment agencies that would allocate workers based upon labor requests from munitions plants (Yamazaki 2011, 354–58). In January 1938, the Welfare Ministry was founded at the Army’s behest to be the primary agency spearheading labor mobilization (Gordon 1985, 262; Rice 1990, 31). Subsequent legislation, such as the 1938 National Mobilization Law and the Revised Employment Exchange Law, empowered the Welfare Ministry to, among other things, impose extensive controls and restrictions on labor, wages, and private enterprises in order to maximize the nation’s economic productivity in time of war, as well as coordinate all employment agencies toward the new state mission of “industrial labor placement” (Dai Nippon shokugyō shidō kyōkai 1939, 34–35).

State efforts to draw young men into the munitions industry saw an immediate impact. From 1937 to 1941, the number of male factory workers grew from 2.1 million to 3.6 million (Kyōchōkai 1942 supplement, 22–23). The accelerating growth in munitions workers was particularly acute in Army-run arsenals. In 1937, there were 88,124 workers in all Army arsenals. This figure jumped to 137,981 in 1938, 152,318 in 1939, 174,464 in 1940, and 215,790 in 1941. Even this expansion was not enough for munitions factories to keep pace with the military demand for weapons and supplies. In 1940, Army arsenals nationwide were still operating at only 60 percent capacity (Yamazaki 2011, 359–60). To cope with the manpower shortage, the government issued the National Labor Conscription Ordinance in July 1939 to begin conscripting workers. However, it was not until 1941, when the possibility of war with the United States loomed, that the government invoked the full force of labor conscription to mobilize workers en masse. Until then, labor conscripts constituted a relatively small proportion of the industrial workforce with only 850 conscripts in 1939 and 53,000 conscripts in 1940 called up (Awaya 1977, 182–84).

Press coverage of the booming munitions industry helped publicize the opportunities awaiting young workers. These stories laid the first building blocks for constructing
the image of the munitions worker as trickster by highlighting not only the economic benefits workers could receive but how unrighteous, unnatural, and excessive their wages were. In the fall of 1937, one investigative reporter discovered that a leather factory that normally employed 200 workers was hiring an additional 500 temps to keep up with the military demand for boots and belts. At this particular site, workers were earning over 100 yen per month with two hours’ overtime, dwarfing the then-average monthly factory salary of 35 yen (Hashimoto [1937] 1975). By the summer of 1938, newspapers were reporting that Mitsubishi Heavy Industries gave out 250 percent bonuses while Hitachi Factory, Nakajima Aircraft, and Tokyo Gas announced bonuses of up to 150 percent to attract and keep workers (Kitagawa 1988, 235). More reliable figures suggest a less sensational but still significant growth in factory pay. According to official military statistics, the average monthly wage of an army arsenal worker grew from 60.64 yen in 1937 to 90.52 yen by 1941 (Yamazaki 2011, 367).

Journalist Sugiyama Heisuke, writing for Gendai (Modern times) magazine in August 1938, called on the government to “balance out this unevenness.” Businesses in the so-called “peace industries” (heiwa sangyō) such as silk and textiles, he wrote, were suffering under strict wartime controls that severed access to the China market and critical raw materials. By contrast, the “wartime industries” (senji sangyō) were flourishing. Sugiyama concluded, “There are some who are extremely lucky and others who are extremely unlucky because of the war. This is not a good thing” (Sugiyama 1938, 87–88).

In August 1938, bureaucrats from no less than seven ministries (Home Affairs, Finance, Commerce and Industry, Army, Navy, Justice, and Welfare) held a conference to discuss the growing problems of the “imbalanced economy” (hako keizai). The conference attendees claimed that munitions workers were “chuckling over their bonuses and raises” while those in the “peace industry” suffered layoffs and unemployment. Echoing Sugiyama’s remarks, they reserved the bulk of their public statement to admonish the munitions industry: “It is only in the military munitions sector where many are wastefully and extravagantly spending due to their pay raises. This is a most serious matter.” The bureaucrats urged workers to “refrain from wasteful spending” and “follow the national policy line in wartime” by putting their excess wages into savings accounts (Tokyo Asahi shinbun 1938a). Shortly thereafter, the Welfare Ministry announced a plan to establish “home front daily life reform groups” (jūgo seikatsu sasshin han) in all factories to encourage workers to save their earnings instead of “ignoring the Finance Ministry’s savings campaign” by engaging in “wasteful spending” (Tokyo Asahi shinbun 1938b).

A juvenile delinquency expert similarly decried the growing economic dislocations brought on by mobilization, which, he said, created a “lopsided economic boom” (henzai keiti). With fathers away fighting on the frontlines and mothers forced to make ends meet by working outside the home, the writer argued, factory youths were irresponsibly earning high wages without adult supervision: “Many of them earn about three yen a day or fifty to sixty yen per month. This rapid rise in income allows for easy spending binges. Not a few of these youths wear extremely gaudy clothes and shoes. Many frequent cafés and coffee houses.” And when the money is gone, “many descend into crime” (Maeda 1938, 56). A university professor, writing for the intellectual journal Kaisō (Reconstruction), likewise observed that juvenile delinquency seemed to be most pronounced around munitions factories. He claimed that because workers were earning inappropriately large sums of money, they were “recklessly indulging
themselves in pleasure” (Nagasawa 1939, 268). In Gunma Prefecture, the Purity League (junketsu dōmei), a nationwide group of Japanese Protestant social activists, became alarmed at growing licentious activities around local munitions factories. Starting in 1938, league members made repeated visits to the factories to teach workers to follow a more austere and morally self-disciplined life (Onozawa 2006).

In May 1939, the writer Koiwai Kiyoshi bitterly complained about munitions workers in downtown Tokyo, where they flaunted their newfound wealth in a time of national austerity. Recalling that, before the war, social divisions were between the city and countryside, he argued that “now the divide is between the munitions industry and small businesses.” In his view, the munitions boom brought about two undesirable social trends among factory workers—spending sprees and juvenile delinquency. “Frequently,” he claimed, “it is a factory worker ordering an expensive item at the department store…. These are nouveau-riche workers who defy national policy by engaging in reckless spending and foolish carousing…. When one thinks about our young men risking their lives today fighting on the continent, one becomes quite disturbed at this lack of personal propriety and spiritual mobilization” (Koiwai 1939, 100). Koiwai’s complaints reflected the growing axiomatic belief on the home front that the war had created an unfair division between those who were in the munitions industry and those who were not, and that young munitions workers were inappropriately earning excessive wages to splurge on frivolous activities during a time of crisis.

After 1939, the government began taking stronger actions to rein in worker spending and job-switching. An April 1939 Welfare Ministry decree ordered workers to secure government approval before switching to a higher-paying factory job. However, this decree proved ineffective when factory owners simply gave workers forged consent forms. A special Welfare Ministry task force later created to investigate and punish workers lacking the required papers was similarly stymied by uncooperative factory owners refusing to provide information to the inspectors (Tokyo Asahi shinbun 1939a).

The government more forcefully addressed the economic unevenness of the wartime boom with the September 1939 Stop Ordinance (stoppu rei). The ordinance froze wage levels for all workers to curb escalating wartime inflation and resolve the growing pay imbalance between the munitions industries and non-munitions sectors (Gordon 1985, 286). Economic bureaucrats who drafted the decree blamed “undeserved salary raises” as the root cause of wartime inflation. To demonstrate the need for the Stop Ordinance, one newspaper claimed that the highest-paid worker at a munitions plant in Kamata was earning over 1,000 yen per month—more than the salary of the Japanese prime minister. “The Health and Welfare Minister,” the newspaper claimed, “was reportedly stunned by this fact” (Tokyo Asahi shinbun 1939b).

The Stop Ordinance was followed by the September 1940 Revised Wage Control Ordinance, which established maximum wages according to gender, age, industry, and location, along with a total aggregate wage quota that employers were barred from exceeding. However, these state efforts to control the real wages of munitions workers had mixed results, for the military demand for munitions continued unabated, workers freely job-switched for higher pay, and factory owners resorted to extra-legal means to lure in and keep workers (Gordon 1985, 286). In 1942, the Home Ministry Economic Police belatedly discovered that factories routinely handed out secret “black market wages” (yami chingin) to workers in order to get around wage controls. According to a
police report from that year, “in the Tokyo region, one hears that ‘up to 99 percent is black market wages.’” The police blamed the rampant use of “black market wages” on a “shortage of workers, lack of controls over sub-contracting fees, and unequal treatment in official wages.” Efforts to stamp out this practice were hampered, police complained, by collusion between factory owners and military officials prioritizing production over wage controls (Akazawa, Kitagawa, and Yui 1985, 112).

By February 1940, a cartoon appeared in Kingu (King) magazine lampooning the breathtaking status reversal between factory worker and middle-class salaryman in the new wartime economy. Titled “Company man and factory worker” (Shain to shokkō), the cartoon consisted of two panels. In the first panel, labeled “Before,” a company man is dressed in top hat, suit, and dress shoes and is carrying a briefcase. The gentleman nonchalantly tosses aside a cigarette to the ground. A worker dressed in a worker’s cap, overalls, and sandals bends over to pick up the cigarette, while muttering, “My goodness! What a waste!” The next panel, labeled “Now,” shows a quite different scene. This time it is the worker wearing shiny black shoes and casually tossing aside a cigarette while the poor company man, now in sandals, stoops down to pick it up. The once-proud company man grumbles, “Huh, the boom must be great!” (Ohata 1940).

THE CONTESTED IDENTITIES OF THE MUNITIONS WORKER

By January 1940, a reader’s letter to the Yomiuri shinbun observed that “the word ‘worker’ (shokkō) has an offensive connotation” (Yomiuri shinbun 1940a). As the public debates about binge-spending munitions workers unfolded alongside announcements of one ineffective wage control ordinance after another, a rough image of the munitions worker took shape on the home front. Technically, workers in munitions factories came in many categories, including students, unmarried women, and unemployed male adults. However, the munitions worker provoking public anxieties crystalized into a generally agreed-upon image. He was usually between seventeen and twenty, right around the cusp of conscription age, when many munitions workers were taken into military service. The typical worker as delinquent was an elementary school graduate—educated but not middle class and often from a rural background. The munitions worker was often associated with carrying swords, machine tools, or other makeshift weapons stolen from the worksite. According to a labor specialist writing in 1940, police arrested a “gang” (furyōdan) of seventeen- to eighteen-year-old workers at a Tokyo munitions factory. “Of late,” the exasperated labor expert sighed, “almost all delinquents now work in the factories, bringing home income to help their parents, while making extra money by

2 According to the “Delinquent youth arrest statistics” (Furyō shōnen kenkyō tōkei), which analyzed 22,534 juvenile delinquents arrested from August to September 1942, 9 percent (2,136) were seventeen years old, 14 percent (3,228) were eighteen years old, 17 percent (3,930) were nineteen years old, and 20 percent (4,534) were twenty years old. The numbers decline for older age groups: 17 percent (3,817) for twenty-one-year-olds, 6 percent (1,138) for twenty-two-year-olds, 4 percent (983) for twenty-three-year-olds, 3 percent (663) for twenty-four-year-olds, and 4 percent (1,056) for twenty-five-year-olds. Over 50 percent of these youths were classified as factory workers. Clearly, military conscription decimated the ranks of factory youths once they reached the draft age of twenty (Kyōchōkai 1944, 98–99).
selling tools taken from factories.” Arrest or dismissal of every thieving munitions worker was not a viable option for factory owners due to labor scarcity. At another large factory, according to a police report, the supervisor opted not to fire a worker for theft. "In today’s spirit of the age,” the report lamented, “one cannot easily do such a thing. The reason is that this man was quite useful and skillful.” This “useful and skillful” worker, together with six accomplices, had smuggled out 8,000 yen worth of machine tools from the factory to sell on the black market (Himuro 1941, 13–15).

Hair greasy from pomade was another characteristic linked in the popular imagination to the mischievous munitions worker and, by extension, a distinctive style of wartime delinquency. One juvenile court judge in 1940 warned parents that greasy hair along with outlandish clothing was a sure sign of juvenile delinquency (Tokyo Asahi shinbun 1940b). In 1941, an indignant magazine writer denounced as unpatriotic the sight of “monstrous” young men loitering on the streets of the Ginza with “flashy suits” and their “ridiculous use of pomade,” which left “a lingering oily smell on their head” (Kikuta 1941). Despite the association with illicit behavior, pomade sales increased during the war. According to a 1941 Japanese cosmetics industry report, “among all cosmetic products, none has brought about a tremendous jump in demand like pomade. Currently, one sees pomade everywhere, from the urban areas to the corners of remote mountain regions” (Shokugyō kyōkai 1942, 278–81). The commercial success of pomade in spite of wartime scarcities was partly due to the cosmetics industry’s adoption of synthetic ingredients to substitute for scarce and rationed oil (Tōkyō komamono keshōhin shōhōsha 1943, 99).

The pomade boom was also due to the expansion of the customer base from the relatively small circle of middle-class office workers to the more numerous factory youths with the money and desire to purchase such a product. The July 1940 advertisement for Yanagiya pomade was typical of early wartime pomade marketing to the white-collar salaryman: “the essential item for the home front gentleman!” Traditional pomade advertisements usually featured an urban professional in a Western suit (see, e.g., Yomiuri shinbun 1937, 1938, 1939, 1940f). Beginning in December 1941, images of salarymen were replaced by text assuming a tone catering toward a younger and more working-class audience: “All Citizens Work! (Kokumin kairo da!) Youths of Japan defend the home front with both body and mind neat and tidy (kiriri toshite)” (Yomiuri shinbun 1941). The next batch of Yanagiya advertisements strengthened the link between workers and pomade. From May to September 1942, advertisements featured the image of a smiling young man with neatly combed hair wearing a collared factory uniform. The text above the picture invoked the common wartime slogan directed at workers: “For warriors on the frontlines of increased production (zōsan)—stand tall and firm with a neat and tightened mind and body” (Yomiuri shinbun 1942a, 1942b). From October 1942 to March 1943, pomade advertisements identified even more explicitly the worker as their ideal consumer. The image on display was of a young man with slickly combed hair in a worker’s uniform next to the shadow profile of a man wearing a worker’s cap. The caption below read, “Make the heart and head bright and cheerful! Let’s enthusiastically fight to the bitter end” (Yomiuri shinbun 1942d, 1943a).

Though frequently depicted by the mass media in a worker’s cap and collared factory uniform, the munitions worker was also imagined to be in disguise. Beginning in 1940,
several media accounts claimed that munitions workers masqueraded as students. According to the writer Hayashi Tatsuo, groups of workers would pose as “fake students” (nise gakusei) in the commuter trains between Tokyo and Yokohama. They appeared to be elite college or higher school students wearing the traditional Prussian-style dark navy blue uniforms with brass buttons and lapel badges. However, while regular students talked about sports or music, Hayashi observed that the phony students would exchange vulgar stories about women. What is more, in spite of the recent state crackdown on luxuries, the workers sported big, shiny rings that no ordinary student could afford or should wear (Hayashi 1940).

Periodic press accounts of police raids in cafés fed into the image of the worker as “fake student.” “A wickedness created by the thriving industries,” screamed the sensational headlines of the Tokyo Asahi shinbun on April 9, 1940. Police announced the mass arrest of over 2,000 youths loitering late at night in Tokyo streets, some armed with razors and swords stolen from the worksite. “Factory workers as fake students were the most conspicuous,” one officer noted. Most of the youths were released from custody after writing an official apology and receiving a stern warning (Tokyo Asahi shinbun 1940a). In highly distilled form, both Hayashi and the newspaper highlighted the most offensive elements of the munitions worker as trickster—conspicuous consumer, larcenous delinquent, and master of disguise and deception.

The phenomenon of “fake students” invoked public memories of an earlier association between masquerade and juvenile delinquency. During the 1920s, Tokyo street gangs would kidnap and force students to join their group. As argued by David Ambaras, “Lower-class gangs could thus simultaneously mock and embrace the symbols of the dominant culture.” By the 1930s, some urban youths masqueraded as students to cavort with café waitresses in Tokyo. This led to routine police crackdowns on students spending time in dance halls, movie theaters, or cafés, based on the theory that such sites of pleasure would lead to wasteful spending and eventually a life of crime (Ambaras 2006, 144–45, 160–61).

Worker practices blurring class boundaries and celebrating mass consumption acquired a particularly politicized and subversive edge during the Asia-Pacific War in the eyes of middle-class social reformers and bureaucrats trying to police leisure activities. At the same time, many of these same critics pushed for a reinvention of workers into more disciplined and productive imperial subjects.

This anxiety about the growing affluence of munitions workers and their clothing was amplified in the April 1940 issue of the Yomiuri shinbun, which ran a series of articles about juvenile misbehavior, the second installment of which was called “The desire for student uniforms: When taking off the blue work overalls slackens the heart.” The article told the story of a seventeen-year-old factory worker, Tsuruda Nobukichi, who was led astray down the dark path of masquerade by a co-worker, eighteen-year-old Sakamoto Ichirō, who recently started wearing a “dark navy blue student uniform.” Sakamoto later meets up with Nobukichi at a café, where they encounter three more factory youths, also dressed up in student uniforms like Sakamoto. The fake students glare at Nobukichi, still in his factory work clothes, and sneer, “well look who’s arrived! It’s the master

Kitagawa Kenzō (1988, 239–40) was the first to note in passing the curious phenomenon of “fake students,” which he attributed to the growing affluence of munitions workers.
mechanic.” At the café, Sakamoto tells Nobukichi that he is skipping work in order to moonlight as a subcontractor at a higher-paying factory, which pays 150 yen a month. With the extra cash, he bought a student uniform to wear at the movie theater. “Hey, what about you?” Sakamoto suddenly inquires of Nobukichi. “If you come to my apartment, I’ve got a student uniform. I’ll lend it to you—just this one night. Let’s go.” The detail about the subcontracting system echoes later Economic Police reports about “black market wages” being especially prevalent among factory subcontractors. The story also reinforced popular fears about older workers leading naïve factory youths astray and invoked longtime public apprehensions of the café as a denizen of moral vice (Silverberg 2006, 73–107). Nobukichi ends up spending 35 yen for his own student uniform so that he can live “a double life—factory work clothes in the day, student uniform at night.” He eventually repents his actions and discards the uniform. Sakamoto and his fellow uniform-wearing “delinquent factory youths” are later arrested by police as “hooligans” (yotamono). Despite the abrupt, didactic conclusion, the fictionalized newspaper anecdote illustrated the ambiguous place of the munitions worker in the popular imagination. He could be both a good-hearted, if susceptible and naïve, young man and a dangerous, delinquent pleasure-seeker lurking in the shadows (Yomiuri shinbun 1940d).

The same month, the Yomiuri shinbun invited readers to share their own opinions about “fake students.” One anonymous reader complained in a letter, “it is said that there are many fake students in delinquent raids; mostly factory youths. They wear school caps with school uniforms. But what else should they wear? It’s not as if they can secretly wear a suit” (Yomiuri shinbun 1940b). A few days later, another reader wrote in to comment about workers masquerading as students. “Currently, there is nothing else that is adequate [for workers to wear] aside from the student uniform and student cap. We really have to work hard to avoid the so-called American style (merikengata) of replacing the uniform button with a specially made button showing the company’s insignia and, similarly, the company’s insignia on an extremely short-brimmed hat.” Another concerned citizen opined, “I have no particular objection over the student uniform, but it would be best if they wore clothing which has absolutely no gold buttons.” A reader helpfully suggested that workers adopt a recent Army fashion of a turned-down collar (suten kara) decorated “not with a gold button but with a plain black button. And what about wearing a hunting cap instead of overdoing it with a student cap?” (Yomiuri shinbun 1940c). The reader responses in the Yomiuri shinbun suggest that some members of the public recognized that current workers’ uniforms were somehow legitimately unsatisfying to workers, but a proper replacement was yet to be found. In this small way, the Yomiuri shinbun provided a platform for readers to anonymously participate in the public debate about reconfiguring the identity and look of the factory worker that rendered him ambiguously deviant and sympathetic.

The growing public discussion on munitions worker attire reflected a broader movement about clothing reform in total war. Toward the end of 1940 and into 1941, rationing and austerity to conserve materials assumed a renewed importance on the home front. On July 7, 1940, the government announced the Regulations Restricting the Production and Sale of Luxury Items to lower inflation and redirect precious resources away from consumer spending and toward war production and savings bonds (Shōkōshō bukka kyoku 1940). Growing public intolerance of flagrant consumption by anyone, male or
female, was further cemented in November 1940 when the government introduced the austere “national uniform” (kokumin fuku) for all men to wear in place of the Western suit. The national uniform and the luxuries ban were state attempts to push all Japanese subjects to subordinate private desire for the war, conserve scarce material resources, and smooth over social tensions arising from economic differences under the munitions boom (Naitō 2007, 150–51; Wakakuwa 2006, 196–97).

In this context, attempts by young munitions workers using their “undeserved” earnings to purchase elite status with new attire provoked much public criticism. In a commentary on “public morals” in the summer of 1941, the writer Hag iwara Sakutarō described his firsthand encounter this time not with “fake students” but with “sham gentlemen” (gisō shinshi)—workers dressed in suits like urban professionals. When one goes to bars, Hag iwara noted, there are usually “shady-looking” salarymen with neatly pressed suits. But all is not what it seems upon closer inspection: “The look of a salaryman is that of an intellectual who finished school, mixed with the style of an obsequious snob…. But the men sitting next to me were not of this type at all. Their look was not a bit like that of the intellectual” (Hag iwara 1941, 84). The clothing of these impostors troubled Hag iwara, for they were “purposefully mimicking gentlemen and students.” He explained that since the war started, workers had a quite different goal in masquerade than during the 1920s: “They do not think simply about ‘flirting with women.’ Rather, they want to buy respect as full-fledged members of society (shakaijin).” Watching “every move and action,” workers “did not want to be seen as rising upstarts of low birth but as splendid gentlemen with education and status.” In order to fit in with the expensive leisure sites they were now able to patronize, the writer noted, munitions workers began wearing Western suits or uniforms from elite colleges and middle schools. “In this way,” Hag iwara sniffed, “an ‘instant gentleman’ and ‘instant student’ is born” (Hag iwara 1941, 84–85). He expressed irritation that workers were using their newfound wealth to buy their way into the middle class without proper middle-class upbringing or education.

On the other hand, what perhaps perturbed Hag iwara and others even more was that munitions workers were not really aspiring to be middle-class salarymen at all. By knowingly assuming the persona of salaryman in the presence of real salarymen who saw through the façade, the worker demonstrated how fluid, fragile, and inauthentic such class identities ultimately were. The worker was not passing but performing as middle class. By not aspiring toward but mimicking salaryman identity, knowing very well he is not fooling anyone, the worker exposed the hollowness of middle-class visions of modern life centered on rationality, frugality, and discipline. If a figure as outrageous, irrational, and violent as a munitions worker could so casually mimic a student or “gentleman,” the foundations of middle-class identities of actual salarymen were now called into question. What also made masquerade so offensive to the intelligentsia was the worker as trickster introducing new modes of behavior that reconfigured hegemonic assumptions about modern society. His disingenuous mimicry of a pseudo-intellectual suggested that workers, not intellectuals, were beginning to articulate new social mores. A warning to parents from a Tokyo middle school official expanded on this middle-class anxiety toward workers. The educator blamed young workers for leading middle school students into a life of delinquency. “Before,” he wrote, “middle school gang leaders were so-called fallen ex-students. But recently among delinquent gangs
I have studied, a great many workers have become the leaders” (Yomiuri shinbun 1940e). In other words, what made wartime juvenile delinquency so disturbing in the popular press was not simply that they grew in scale but that they were being committed by the wrong kind of people—young workers, not middle-class students.

**Defining Worker Identity in Late Wartime**

The state unwittingly played along with this cultural trend-setting “performance” by trying to capture and isolate the positive dimensions of the worker as trickster from his more undesirable traits. The failure of the 1939 Stop Ordinance convinced labor specialists in the Welfare Ministry to supplement punitive wage control measures with welfare benefits in order to induce more disciplined worker behavior. This policy shift not only further blurred the ambiguous place of the munitions worker on the home front, but also paved the way for his official consecration as noble “industrial warrior” (sangyō senshi) worthy of the same public acclaim as that given to soldiers. The November 1940 New Labor Order announcement, issued by the Cabinet Planning Board, declared that labor was now a sacred and honorable duty performed by all subjects of the empire. Under the clarion call of the New Labor Order, state officials and labor scientists pushed factories to improve treatment of workers for the public interest and move away from practices motivated only by private profit (Sasaki 2011, 57; Takaoka 2001, 39–42).

Many labor experts joined the staff of the Greater Japan Patriotic Labor Association (Dai Nippon Sangyō Hōkokukai, commonly referred to as Sanpō) which planned popular musical programs and comedy shows for boosting workers’ morale and productivity. However, despite a favorable reception from workers, after December 1941, the Sanpō’s cultural activities were taken over by the new Imperial Rule Assistance Association (IRAA) Culture Department. The IRAA activists promoted a quite different vision of “labor culture” (kinrō bunka), which demanded that workers follow “wholesome” cultural practices based on an organic “worker’s culture” and not on crass mainstream mass culture. Accordingly, in 1942 and 1943, under IRAA influence, Sanpō culture units stopped performing popular songs and comic routines for workers and instead shifted toward performances of pedantic patriotic plays and “national people’s songs” (kokumin uta). Through such “wholesome” leisure practices, the IRAA activists believed, workers would not only become more productive in the worksite but also adopt a more rational and disciplined daily life. These forms of entertainment became quite unpopular among workers, who did not flinch from voicing their disapproval. Beginning in August 1943, Sanpō and IRAA culture units slowly reverted back to popular storytelling and comedic show performances (Takaoka 2001, 37–71).

While bureaucrats and social reformers wrestled with the question of what exactly “labor culture” should look like in order to simultaneously please and motivate workers, public anxieties about the munitions worker diminished as the government shifted toward almost exclusive reliance on labor conscription following the expansion of the war into the Pacific theater in 1941. Thereafter, the demographics of munitions workers drastically diverged from the image of the Japanese teenaged male delinquent. To keep factories at capacity, the government pulled the remaining non-munitions adult male labor force into factory work in 1941, then students and women in 1943, and finally forcibly conscripted
1.5 million Korean and 38,000 Chinese colonial subjects in 1944 and 1945 (Awaya 1977, 182–84). By the end of the war in 1945, over six million people across gender, age, and ethnic lines were mobilized to work in factories and mines (Sasaki 2005, 26).

Nevertheless, signs of worker trickery characteristic of early wartime Japan continued to appear in the Pacific War era. In October 1942, a magazine writer still noted that factory youths, not college students, were the most frequent patrons of urban amusement centers: “The cafés are thriving with young industrial warriors seeking out relaxation as they uneasily hold up their cigarettes.” The journalist recounted that Tokyo police launched yet another crackdown on factory workers loitering in cafés and movie theaters, arresting 9,900 people and confiscating over 800 weapons. He observed that these youths were “making too much money” and “growing increasingly wild living in dull dormitories” (Yoshimura [1942] 1975, 88–90).

Worker masquerade was cited and even embraced by at least one observer in 1942. Economic journalist Nishitani Yahei welcomed the mixing of sartorial styles between students and workers, believing that this would enable each group to adopt the unique traits of the other and thereby strengthen the nation. “It has become common to not know whether he is a middle school student or a so-called industrial warrior,” he wrote. “…[I]n many ways, this is a good thing” (Nishitani 1942, 392–95). For some Japanese, new cultural practices among workers provoked fury and jealousy; for others, such behavior could inspire discussions that made the home front seem more human, more real, and simply more alive.

By 1942, the government created no less than three medals specifically to honor the patriotic labor of “industrial warriors” (Yomiuri shinbun 1942c). The next year, factories boldly advertised even more perks awaiting workers at the worksite. The Aichi Machine Tools Arsenal paid for a two-page photo montage advertisement touting reasonable hours of operation (7:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.), major holidays off (plus every Tuesday), and opportunities for work-sponsored leisure activities such as a “boys’ factory worker wind orchestra.” The Asia Leatherworks Factory listed impressive workplace amenities in its advertisement—baseball club, sumō club, table tennis club, fishing club, and hiking club. Starting salary was to be 75 sen (presumably a daily wage) with two raises per year. This was on top of a monthly “perfect attendance” allowance, bonuses, a family allowance, “incentive pay” (shōreikin), a tuition subsidy for night school, and a free dormitory equipped with an “entertainment room,” a “reading room,” and an on-site health clinic (Itō 1943, n.p.).

At the same time, throughout 1943, newspapers repeatedly warned the public about malicious munitions workers prowling the dark city streets disguised as “fake detectives” (nise keiji) to rob people (Tokyo Asahi shinbun 1943; Yomiuri shinbun 1943b, 1943d). In October 1944, the Tokyo Police Agency announced the mass arrest of over 10,000 factory youths engaging in theft and carousing (Tokyo Asahi shinbun 1944).

In June 1943, under the leadership of Finance Minister Kaya Okinori, the government launched a renewed campaign to bolster national savings among civilians for the war effort (Aramata 1996, 82–97). However, the one group that eluded his grasp was

---

4 The winning entry for the Finance Ministry’s savings slogan contest was “From Bursting Sweat, Gushing Savings” (fuki deru ase kara waki deru chochiku).
munitions workers. Right when his savings campaign got underway, the government quietly abolished wage caps, thereby restoring the ability of factories to openly offer pay raises to workers. Government leaders decided that such wage controls were impeding the ultimate goal of maximizing weapons production (Gordon 1985, 287). Meanwhile workers’ salaries continued to jump. Starting with the index level of 100 in 1937, wages grew to 136.4 in 1942, 145.3 in 1943, and 159.2 in 1944. Wartime inflation tempered the true value of these wage hikes. From 1939 to 1944, inflation soared by over 200 percent. But factories compensated for inflation with illegal overtime pay, incentive pay, allowances, and other unofficial, extra remuneration to retain skilled workers (Ōhara shakai mondai kenkyūjo 1964, 64–65). This may explain Kaya’s later frustration with workers in the “thriving industries” (inshin sangyō) who ignored his grand savings campaign by engaging in “wasteful spending.” He accused them of harboring “old individualism” for thinking that wages were “their own money and theirs to spend” (Garon 2000, 58).

The dire war situation and the insatiable military demand for munitions continued to override austerity campaigns when it came to workers’ wages. In October 1943, the Diet passed the sweeping Munitions Company Law to break through the bottlenecks found in inefficient weapons production. The law authorized the military services to bypass the Welfare Ministry and industrial cartel middlemen and issue contracts directly to munitions firms; relaxed preexisting controls over prices, wages, and labor; and guaranteed a minimum level of profit for firms. A Munitions Ministry, staffed by reform bureaucrats, was also created to centralize all munitions production under one agency (Mimura 2011, 174–81).

This legislation helped destroy whatever lingering wage controls remained in the munitions sector. The Munitions Company Law empowered a new group of elites to sweep in and defend workers from wage controls and moral opprobrium. Munitions Ministry bureaucrats repudiated the Welfare Ministry’s practice of imposing a single undifferentiated punitive wage control policy across all companies. Kitano Shigeo, in a 1944 explanatory guide to the law, argued that such wage controls not tailored toward workers’ needs created “hindrances” in hiring and production. What Japan needed, he wrote, was “a wage system that is compatible for all firms.” Reversing years of official disapproval of spiraling workers’ wages, the bureaucrat stated flatly, “We have to think about raising compensation appropriately as efficiency advances and production grows.” Kitano brushed aside public complaints about the unfair economic benefits enjoyed only by the munitions sector: “the sacrifice and adverse effects in other sectors simply cannot be helped” (Kitano 1944, 127, 130). The final year of the war witnessed the death blow to rational wage and labor controls when the military and munitions factories began to brazenly hoard as much materials and foodstuffs as possible to poach workers from other worksites. At the same time, the Economic Police’s ability to enforce labor controls withered away, with the number of officers in Osaka alone shrinking from 388 in 1941 to 296 in 1944 (Nishida 1994, 387–92).

As state economic controls collapsed, industrial production sputtered to a standstill, and all consumer pleasures seemed to vanish into thin air, the munitions worker continued to make whimsical cameos in the mass cultural artifacts of late wartime Japan. In May 1943, Chiyoda Camellia Pomade, signaling the triumph of the munitions worker over the salaryman as the preferred consumer for male cosmetics, placed but a single image in its newspaper advertisement: a factory chimney bellowing smoke (Yomiuri shinbun 1943c).
The final wartime advertisement for pomade appeared in February 1944. The advertisement for Yanagiya pomade showed a smiling young man with neatly combed hair, his disembodied hand holding a comb, and his factory uniform collar. Below, the text read: “Always bright, like the sun. Let’s go out to the worksite (shokuba). Simple, economical, superior quality” (Yomiuri shinbun 1944). The wording highlighted the ambiguity of the munitions worker as cultural construct—the embodiment of a productive and economical laborer but also a privileged consumer who shamelessly used rationed oil to make his hair shine, “like the sun.”

The visceral association of the munitions worker with binge spending, questionable sartorial style, and delinquency was visualized in a 1944 collection of cartoons by, appropriately enough, workers aspiring to be cartoonists. One worker contributed an illustration of the “blind, old-fashioned worker … [and] delinquent factory youth who cast aside the honor of industrial warriors” (see figure 1). The cartoon was of an unshaven worker chomping on a cigarette while wearing a backwards worker’s cap. With one hand, the worker grasps the arm of a frightened coworker, coercing the latter to hand over a wad of cash. With the other hand, the worker grips a large sake or wine bottle. An oversized pen is removing the label of the noble “industrial warrior” from his lapel while a large hand awaits to paste a new label of the despised “worker” (shokkō). Jutting from the worker’s coat pocket is a jumbled collection of items symbolizing his decadent lifestyle—pocket watch, wristwatch, cash, and receipt from the “café” (Katō Etsūrō 1944, 23). It is true, as Sasaki Kei (2011, 60–61) argues, that the cartoon visualized a concerted effort by labor bureaucrats to castigate the model of the rough and “old-fashioned” prewar worker in favor of the moral and dedicated “industrial warrior” befitting wartime. However, the image also invoked new popular imaginings of the worker constructed in wartime itself. Here, the worker was the powerful beneficiary of the wartime economy, unjustly enriching himself from the peculiar economic configurations of total war to engage in disruptive behavior: a patron of the modern eroticized space of the café, a consumer of a leisure culture seemingly disconnected from war, a violent extortionist, and an irreverent prankster who sloppily wears his worker’s cap backwards.

Another drawing reinforced the perception among advocates of the “industrial warrior” that they were fighting against a new and unpleasant phantasm of total war. In this piece, a determined-looking worker is decked out in overalls and cap—properly worn forward—and holding a hammer while surrounded by iconic pictures representing the “hands of temptation.” The caption explains that the patriotic “industrial warrior” bravely resists the tantalizing pleasures of greed, lust, gluttony, and violence symbolized by the following images: a money bag next to piles of cash, a beautiful woman with permed hair holding a martini glass, a sake bottle and a fish delicacy, a clawed hand labeled with the word “unfair,” a cigarette resting on an ashtray emitting a puff of smoke, and a handgun (Katō Etsūrō 1944, 32). The cartoon neatly captured the hopes and fears ascribed to the munitions worker as trickster in the twilight of wartime Japan.

**Conclusion**

Total war unleashed sweeping socioeconomic transformations in Japanese society—twisting official ideologies into new cultural forms that complicated the state’s ability to
Figure 1. “Do not disgrace the name of the industrial warrior” (sangyō senshi no na wo yogosu nakare) (Katō Etsurō 1944, 23).
reshape the home front into a single unified image. As the war expanded in the late 1930s and early 1940s, state agencies issued and reissued a bewildering web of contradictory labor regulations more honored in the breach than in the observance. Circulating alongside was an unstable official rhetoric that schizophrenically valorized and vilified workers. Within this cacophonous vortex stood the munitions worker as trickster—an elusive specter who defied easy categorization and control, a culturally imagined spawn of total war who shouldered Japan’s entire industrial machinery and yet personified official anxieties that the “industrial warrior” would one day invert into a dangerous juvenile delinquent.

The munitions worker only imperfectly championed “resistance” against the total war system. Like all tricksters around the world, he operated not in direct opposition to the status quo but along the boundary between the realms of official and unofficial ideologies, ready to “move swiftly and impulsively back and forth across all orders with virtual impunity” (Hynes and Doty 1997, 34). This ambiguity made it difficult for state agencies to control his autonomy without jeopardizing the foundations of critical military production. The wartime state and the munitions worker were, in a way, “stuck” with each other. The state could crack down on the munitions worker to make him behave, but only to a limited extent, for the line between disciplining and sabotaging the worker was a fine one. Conversely, the worker’s cultural aura resonated only within the fantasies and nightmares inspired by the state’s ruthless attempts to mobilize society for war. Once the war ended and the total war system collapsed, the munitions worker as mischief-maker vanished from public consciousness. As Lewis Hyde explains, “if the ritual setting is missing, trickster is missing. If his companions—all the other spiritual forces within whose fixed domains he carries on his mischief—are no longer with us, then he is no longer with us” (Hyde 1998, 13). The trickster, in other words, needs the rituals of an authoritarian system both as a stage to perform on and as a foil against which to mock, destroy, and renew. Otherwise, he will dissipate into the ether as a directionless force of nature (Bassil-Morozow 2015, 87–88). This final characteristic elevates the munitions worker from mere cultural construct to trickster. He did not simply reflect social reality but rattled and rejuvenated it. The state laid out the rules for total war as system; the munitions worker promptly shattered those rules to reimagine total war as lived experience.

In all these ways, the munitions worker represented the messy cultural politics of “resistance” and the elasticity of state power in wartime Japan. That is to say, national mobilization was less a seamless convergence of patriotic interests among state and non-state actors and more of an awkward, clumsy dance between state and society with each entity taking turns leading the other, whirling, leaping, stumbling through war. Looking at the munitions worker—and other cultural tricksters of wartime Japan—is thus the first step in understanding how Japanese people gave meaning to the war at the time and not through the prism of defeat and occupation, which has so powerfully shaped the postwar histories of the Asia-Pacific War.
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